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a general customizable QoS scenario
for heterogeneous
wireless access network technologies.
The scenario provides robust and
flexible QoS support.
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This article proposes a general customizable
QoS scenario for heterogeneous wireless access
network technologies. The scenario provides
robust and flexible QoS support by adapting the
amount of resources reserved for the characteristics of the wireless channel, as well as automatic reconfiguration mechanisms of the multimedia
encoding rate and error-resilient techniques to
adapt to the dynamic mobile communication
environment. Two new scenarios, adaptive FEC
and MAC-Lite, are introduced to the proposed
scheme. These enable a maximizing of the overall performance of the wireless network.
The appropriate interfaces within the core
network are described for performing end-toend QoS, which deliver network meters and
exchange QoS parameters with the proposed
intra and inter cross-layer approaches, including
context transfer during handover. Each part,
extended by the proposed method can be configured by the application and be independently
implemented.
To evaluate the proposed scheme, the QoS
components were integrated into a trial platform
that was built and simulations were then performed. The results demonstrate that the communication quality was significantly improved.

INTRODUCTION
Wireless is becoming a popular way to connect
mobile computers to the Internet and other networks. This has become more important to people’s daily lives and is known as “entertainment
everywhere.” In particular, real-time media traffic, such as voice and video, typically has high
data-rate requirements and stringent delay constraints; whereas wireless nodes generally have
limited resources of energy and bandwidth. Networking tasks such as routing also become
demanding due to the lack of an infrastructure
and frequent topology changes, especially in a
mobile network. The goal of this article is to
explore this open research area in designing the
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next generation B3G/4G wireless networks, such
as ad hoc wireless networks that can support
delay-critical media traffic, reduce the wireless
bandwidth usage, and optimize and improve the
real-time media quality.
It still remains a technical challenge to provide all-IP-based multimedia communications,
with the same or at least comparable carrier-class
quality and bandwidth efficiency as the corresponding circuit-switched subsystems of 2G and
3G, in a global mobility context with highly varying channel characteristics. In this context, there
is a common understanding that efficient QoS
(quality of service) provisioning for multimedia
applications requires a loosening and a rethinking of the end-to-end and layer separation principles [1]. Generally, B3G/4G should become a
converged network that integrates the various
heterogeneous wireless technologies having flexibility, scalability, manageability, and mobility. It
must also support a customizable and flexible
QoS with the following basic functions:
• Mobile users can enjoy a diverse range of personalized services — seamlessly supported by
the underlying technology and transparently
provided through a pervasive interface.
• Mobility is fully established through open,
scalable, and seamless integration of a complementary range of heterogeneous network
technologies.
• Network and service operators can develop
new business activities and provide profitable
services in such an integrated mobile world.
To satisfy the previously mentioned functions,
this article addresses a customizable cross-layer
strategy to maximize the QoS in future B3G/4G.
Generally, an end-to-end connection between
two hosts may run across many different QoS
intra- and inter-domains, and in each domain,
there are several QoS control components with a
set of QoS parameters. Simultaneously, those
QoS parameters in adjacent or different QoS
domains are relevant and affect each other. For
example, the packet delay affects whether a
decoder discards the received packet. Also, a
lost packet in the decoder influences the decod-
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ed media quality, which affects the encode rate
reallocation or the use of other enhanced error
resilience modes by the sender via QoS feedback, such as RTCP (real-time transport control
protocol) or QoS manager signaling. Therefore,
saving bandwidth and exchanging QoS parameters between different QoS domains becomes
more critical. A HAN (hints and notifications)
concept is used to describe the QoS mapping
and exchanging of parameters among network
layers and inter-domains.
Hints issued by the remote end user (QoS
manager, Fig. 2) and possibly attached to a
wired part of the Internet, ask the lower layers of
an edge router for information concerning the
access radio link, such as network resource
reservation. Hints also inform the multimedia
encoder to reconfigure the encoding parameters
to cope with the error rate and available bandwidth, such as encoding rate and error-resilient
modes. These questions might be redirected to a
radio resource controller, co-located with the
router and multimedia encoder. Related
answers, the notifications, are sent from the
mobile terminal (MT), in return, and used by
the control component of the access router
(AR). These notifications are collected in the
lower layer (formally the link layer, L2) including TSPEC (traffic specification) and RSPEC
(requirement or request specification) QoS
parameters. The bandwidth required when using
header compression and forward error correction must be known for resource reservation,
accounting and charging, and for the lower layer
BER (bit error rate) and BLER (block error
rate), as reported by the L2 and physical layers.
Of course, the notifications also include RTCP
reports, such as packet loss rate, delay, and jitter.
The HAN information exchange over the
cross-layer is implemented using an independent
abstract layer (AL) and the technology-specific
AL driver techniques, where the AL handles the
technology-independent functionality (interfaces
with other modules plus signaling). The AL
drivers handle functionality and configure the L2
functions provided within these technologies for
QoS. At the MT and the AR, the notifications
are collected by direct communication between
the user space (a QoS client in the MT and a
QoS manager in the AR) and the L2 layer using
UNIX socket techniques. Except when collecting
the notifications from the AR, the QoS manager
(QoSM) mainly manages and delivers the HAN
information — from the QoS broker (QoSB) to
QoSM; from the QoSB to the A4C (authentication, authorization, accounting, auditing and
charging) server; and to the sender and the AR
— and further controls the QoS parameter
setup, such as bandwidth allocation, FEC (forward error correction) rate, and so on.
In this article, we investigate the benefits of
the previously mentioned cross-layer information exchange framework, augmented with
RoHC (robust header compression), UDP -Lite
(lightweight User or Universal Datagram Protocol), and an adaptive FEC (AFEC), for multimedia transmissions over wireless channels in
a heterogeneous wired-wireless environment.
First, we describe the main components of the
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QoS framework. This is based on HAN-inspired
information exchange across network layers, in
terms of an abstract layer, abstract layer driver,
RoHC, UDP-Lite, and AFEC including
intra/inter-domain handover. We then describe
an integrated trial platform including user-customized QoS requests together with a simulation. The article concludes with a brief
summary.

CROSS-LAYER SCENARIO OF THE
END-TO-END QOS IN THE
HETEROGENEOUS WIRELESS NETWORKS
ARCHITECTURE ACROSS NETWORK LAYERS
Radio Link Layer Scenario
MAC Layer Extension — The MAC (medium access
control) layer operates jointly with the network
layer to determine the set of network flows that
minimize congestion. The traffic information
and the QoS requirements (such as bandwidth
reservation) of the application are delivered to
the MAC via an abstract layer that decides which
packets/flows should be transmitted and at what
QoS level. Slot reallocation is adjusted according
to the reserved bandwidth. The MAC also
decides the physical layer parameters based on
the available channel information. A time-varying channel [3] introduces a rate-adaptive MAC,
in which there is an opportunity to send more
than one packet at higher data rates when the
channel is robust.
In considering our MAC, we propose a MACLite scenario that limits the retransmission of
MAC SDU (service data units), depending upon
their relative importance, to reduce packet
delay. Retransmissions will cause delays, even if
the packet is delivered to an application, which
also will be discarded by the decoder due to limited delay permissions, especially in multi-hopping ad-hoc connections. Therefore, we propose
an approach to reduce the retransmissions.
First, an upper layer packet is divided into
two parts: one part is sensitive to bit-errors,
and the other part is not. According to the
MAC protocol, each part can be further divided into the required MAC SDU. For the bitsensitive SDU, retransmission is required;
however, non-bit-sensitive SDU will not be
retransmitted even if they are corrupted. The
erroneous SDU will be delivered to the receiver’s upper layer. Figure 1 demonstrates the
proposed partial retransmission and limited
retransmission. In Fig. 1, for a given number of
retransmissions, the second, corrupted, SDU is
recovered. After retransmission, the third SDU
is still corrupted but will be corrected by other
approaches, such as forward error correction.
In any case, the corrupted SDU, which is not
bit-error-sensitive, will not be resent. The
application can accommodate it.
The other advantages of MAC-Lite are that it
significantly improves the packet throughput and
reduces consumed energy that would otherwise
be required to retransmit large packets, except
when reducing delay and improving real-time
response. For more details, see [2].

Retransmissions will
cause delays, even if
the packet is
delivered to an
application, which
also will be
discarded by the
decoder due to
limited delay
permissions,
especially in
multi-hopping ad-hoc
connections.
Therefore, we
propose an approach
to reduce the
retransmissions.
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■ Figure 1. MAC-Lite scenario.

Header Compression — Probably the bandwidth of
wireless links always will be limited due to the
properties of the physical medium and regulatory limits on the use of frequencies for radio communication. Therefore, it is necessary for
network protocols to utilize the available bandwidth efficiently. As previously mentioned, in allIP communications, the bandwidth consumption
due to protocol overhead is very noticeable.
Exploiting this fact, the RoHC (robust header
compression) Working Group is developing both
generic (data) header compression schemes,
which also perform well over links with high
error rates, and long round trip delays and signaling compression schemes. The RoHC WG
developed several compression profiles; some
being particularly suited to specific link layer
technologies. The general principle of RoHC,
RFC 3095, depicts the RTP (Real-Time Transfer Protocol)/UDP-Lite/IPv6 header compression mechanism. The corresponding UDP-Lite
profile is described in RFC 4019. In MIPv6,
RFC3775, the IPv6 header has several extension
headers: mobility header, destination option
header, routing header, and so on, which are seldom altered during transmission and should be
compressed.
When a network node moves outside of the
domain (cell) and handover occurs, the compression and decompression context must be transferred to other available access points/routers in
a timely fashion. Here, we use the abstract layer
approach to realize this context transfer. Also,
the IEEE 802.21 protocol can realize this media
independent handover. Simultaneously, RoHC
and AFEC configurations also must be transferred.
Adaptive Vital Data Protection — Overcoming packet
loss caused by bit errors over wireless links is
one of the fields of attention in network and
video coding communications. Although joint
source and channel coding techniques were proposed to overcome the challenges of the wireless
link, they have not led to a unified solution to
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this problem yet. The most important characteristic is the loss behavior of cellular links, where a
BER as high as 1e –3 must be accepted to keep
the radio resources efficiently utilized. In severe
operating situations, the BER can be as high as
1e–2 [4]. An additional problem is that the residual BER is nontrivial, that is, the lower layers
can be configured to deliver frames containing
undetected errors [4]. A viable header compression scheme for cellular links must be able to
handle losses on the link between the compression and decompression point, as well as losses
before the compression point. Some audio and
video decoders, such as H264, prefer erroneous
rather than lost packets. However, bit errors
cause loss of, or damage to, individual headers.
Some header damage can cause context invalidation. Both damage propagation and undetected
residual errors contribute to the number of damaged headers delivered to upper layers. On the
other hand, RFC 3095 provides three compression modes and a feedback channel to reduce
packet loss due to bit errors. In a noisy channel,
using refresh packets and feedback packets frequently can decrease compression efficiency,
increase bandwidth consumption, and cause
more delays when dealing with error recovery
requests, especially in DVB (digital video broadcasting) without an available uplink channel.
Therefore, an appropriate additional redundancy
to protect the compressed RoHC data can maximize compression efficiency without occupying
too much bandwidth.
In this article, the vital data covered by RoHC
includes RoHC header, the compressed protocols
(such as RTP/UDP-Lite/IPv6), and UDP-Lite
checksummed data with the utilized error control
algorithm being punctured convolution coding [5],
which is a high rate code obtained by the periodic
elimination of specific code symbols from the output of a low rate encoder. The protected compressed data is encapsulated into PDCP (packet
data convergence protocol) as RoHC 3095 data.
A PDCP PID (packet identifier) specifies the
RoHC data, which is protected, where [[n]] is the
number of PID values already assigned to other
protocol packet types [1][6]. Reference [7]
describes the RoHC/AFEC data encapsulation in
BNEP (Bluetooth Network Encapsulation Protocol) packets over a Bluetooth link.
Abstract Layer and Abstract Layer Driver — The AL,
located above L2 and below L3 (network layer),
is responsible for the signaling part of the QoS
architecture working in the MT, access point
(AP), and AR. This is a generic scenario suitable
for all wireless technologies, such as TD-CDMA
(code division multiple access), WLAN (wireless
local area network), WiMAX (worldwide interoperability for microwave access), Bluetooth,
and so on. [8]. Communications over AL are
straightforward between the user application and
the AL by using UNIX sockets. Due to the generality of the AL, an AL driver to activate the
specific wireless technology is required, which is
responsible for the QoS support for a particular
technology in a single network link to translate
general QoS parameters such as BER, TSPEC,
RSPEC, and actual bandwidth required when
using RoHC.
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A set of interfaces is required to activate the
abstract layer. The abstract interface (AI) in the
AR is the interface between the QoS AL and
other modules in the same node; namely, QoS
manager, and the mobility related modules. It
offers a set of primitives to reserve QoS
resources in the LAN, query available bandwidth
in AP, and receive QoS degradation notifications. The AI in the MT offers primitives to
receive QoS, BER information, and to provide
notifications of newly created connections, with
QoS and context information data. The AL-AL
driver interface is used to translate abstract QoS
to a technology specific QoS.
When the AL in the AR receives a notification from the QoS Manager to reserve
resources for a new flow in the current access
network, it triggers a request message and
transfers the L2 QoS reservation parameters via
the AR to the MT. The MT makes a decision
about the reservation request and sends back a
response message to the AR. Each element
receiving this message performs a reservation in
the wireless link, through the AL driver interfaces. When receiving the result of the reservation process, the AL in the AR informs the
QoS manager. The notified BER also is delivered to the AR; the AFEC encoder in L2 of
the AR can adaptively adjust the AFEC encoding rate.
Transport Layer Consideration — The UDP-Lite
protocol, RFC3828, provides increased flexibility in the form of a partial and adaptable
checksum, which is useful for applications
designed with the capability of tolerating errors
in the payload, for which receiving impaired
data is better than dealing with the loss of
entire packets. Accordingly, the data in a packet is divided into two parts, a vital and a nonvital part, such as the header and non-header
parts. Bit errors in a vital part of a packet will
cause packets to be discarded at the receiving
side, and errors in the non-vital parts will be
ignored. Although providing this extra flexibility, the UDP-Lite protocol is compatible with
the classic UDP protocol. If the length of the
non-vital parts is zero, that is, the length of the
vital data is the packet length, the value of the
coverage is replaced by the classic UDP length.
UDP-Lite becomes UDP. In other words, UDP
is a special case of UDP-Lite. However, this
mode also is well suited for setting the UDPLite checksum coverage, and an appropriate
protection for the vital data of these partitions
is proposed and implemented in the proposed
cross-layer scheme and trial platform. The
checksum coverage can then be specified by
the application in conformance with the data
partitioning strategy and the different levels of
importance of the different segments within
the packet accordingly, due to their different
error resiliency.
Application Layer — All the MPEG video coding
standards use hybrid video coding that exploits
spatial and temporal redundancies to achieve
high compression rates. The predictive coding
techniques used in MPEG video create frame
dependencies that result in the propagation of
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errors that are a direct result of losses in the
network or frame dropping at the receiver.
H.263+ specifies a reference picture selection
(RPS) mode, where a past frame is referenced at
the encoder for prediction if the decoder reference frame is distorted. H.264 supports improved
error resilience, and the H.264 standard specifies
a few error resilience modes [9]. However, most
of the modes essentially address the problem of
erasures and not that of bit errors. The following
error resilient modes are proposed to be used in
a mobile video: slice mode, data partitioning,
flexible macroblock ordering (FMO), rate distortion optimization, inserting intra-coded frames (I
frames), multi-frame compensation prediction,
and constrained intra prediction option. A context-based error detection and resilience
approach to decode the erroneous packets is
proposed in [11].
All RTCP reports, BER, and bandwidth
usage must be delivered to the encoder. The
encoder will make a decision to adjust the encoding rate and to select a reasonable error
resilience mode. However, such a technique
requires feedback from the decoder channel that
is not available in broadcast or multicast applications.
Error SDU Processing — Bit errors on the wireless
medium are inevitable due to interference, collision, multi-path fading, and mobility. In next
generation wireless real-time communication,
erroneous SDU processing is an important issue.
For example, 3GPP QoS architecture provides some functionality to deliver erroneous
SDU [10]. There are three configurations: yes,
no, and “–.” If the configuration is set to “yes,”
this implies that error detection is to be
employed and that erroneous SDU are to be
delivered together with an error indication. If set
to “no,” this implies that error detection is to be
employed and that erroneous SDU are discarded. If set to “–,” this implies that SDU are to be
delivered without using error detection. For the
case of variable protection, different subflows
have different settings. When error detection
configurations of a subflow are set to “no,” the
erroneous SDU is discarded irrespective of the
setting in other subflows. For an SDU with multiple subflows with the “yes” setting, there may
be one error indication per subflow, or if there is
only one error indication per SDU, it indicates
that an error was detected in at least one of the
subflows.
In our proposal, there are three places to
handle with erroneous SDU:
• At the MAC sublayer, the non-sensitive SDU
will not be retransmitted whether it has bit
errors or not. In other words, the erroneous
SDU in the MAC will be delivered to the
upper sublayer (Fig. 1). The upper sublayer,
such as PDCP (L2CAP in Bluetooth), will
reassemble these erroneous SDU into a PDCP
PDU (power distribution unit) that will be
delivered to the upper layer. In WCDMA
(wideband CDMA)/UMTS (universal mobile
telecommunications system), RLC (radio link
control) provides unacknowledged, acknowledged, and transparent data transfer modes
between RLC peers. The erroneous SDU can
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also be delivered to the upper layers. Simultaneously, out of sequence packets may also be
delivered to the upper layers. In this case, the
higher layers should have the capability of
rearranging them into the correct sequence.
• In the transport layer, the PDU assembled
from lower layer SDU with bit errors will be
passed by the UDP-Lite partial checksum.
• In the application layer, the application will
recover the erroneous packets by using error
concealment techniques as used in our previous research results [11], which proposed an
erroneous packet decoding method based on
context knowledge.

INTER-DOMAIN CONSIDERATIONS
Architecture — The cross-layer signaling framework can be instrumental in solving the problem
of loss differentiation, which is one of the key
issues in wireless communications.
In the EU IST integrated project, Daidalos
[12] proposed a B3G architecture consisting of
several QoS components; QoS client (QoSC),
QoSM, Access QoS broker (AQoSB), and core
QoS broker (CQoSB) are depicted in Fig. 2.
This minimal communications network infrastructure, namely, micro-operator, comprises
the following key components: multimedia server platform (MMSP), A4C, PBNM (policy
based network management system), QoS broker, CMS (central monitoring system), AR or
AP, and MT. A QoS architecture in the crosslayer should fulfill the following functions:
delivering and exchanging QoS parameters,
delivering erroneous PDU, and bit-error detection and correction (RoHC can reduce bit
errors); where the QoS parameter notifications
include the BER of each SDU via physical
measurement or from the AFEC; the bit rate
actually used in the wireless connection due to
RoHC and AFEC usage. These may be used
for accounting and charging (A4C server),
delay, jitter, peak rate, bandwidth availability,
and so on and RTCP reports. RoHC and UDPLite are considered important components of
the corresponding QoS framework. Additional
details are found in [13].
The QoSC is responsible for collecting all
QoS parameter indications from mobile terminals.
The AQoSB is an independent entity that
monitors and controls the network QoS. The
CQoSB is the entity in charge of core network
resource management; it is also a proxy element
in inter-domain mobility management. The
CQoSB always manages resources in a peraggregate basis. Periodically, the CQoSB defines
to the AQoSB the available resources that the
AQoSB network has for each access sub-domain
to which the core sub-domain is connected. The
resource management is based on policies
defined by the PBNM subsystem and cached in
the CQoSB in a local policy repository. The
interface between the PBNM and the CQoSB is
bilateral; CQoSB requests policies at start-up
time, and the PBNM can send an unsolicited
policy definition to CQoSB whenever the human
operator issues a policy change in PBNM. The
CQoSB generates alarms to the PBNM to report
anomalous situations such as sustained resource

over-usage or an AQoSB fault. The CQoSB
manages a multicast subscription list, as it should
manage multicasting in the core sub-domain.
The AQoSB should subscribe to the multicast
service each time a mobile terminal from its
access sub-domain subscribes to a multicast service [13].
The QoSM is located in the AR and is
responsible for managing and delivering the QoS
requirements to layer 3 for resource reservation
and to layer 2 for radio resource controlling and
QoS applications such as RoHC mode and
AFEC parameter configuration. It also delivers
the QoS indications from the edge routers to the
QoSB. AFEC denotes the self-adaptive forward
error correction according to the BER hint from
the MT. The signaling paths for these are summarized as follows:
• At the MT: as a sender, QoS parameters/notifications path: lower layer (L2) → abstract
layer → QoS Client → AQoSB → CQoSB
(up); as a receiver, QoS parameters/ hints
path: CQoSB → AQoSB → QoS manager →
application (down).
• At the AR/AP, QoS parameters/notifications
path: lower layer (L2) → abstract layer →
QoS manager → AQoSB → CQoSB (up);
QoS parameters/hints path: CQoSB →
AQoSB → QoS manager → inter cross layer
(down);
At the AR or AP, not only the RoHC mode
such as U-mode, R-mode, O-mode and RoHC
packet type such as IR, IP-DYN, and so on, will
be decided, but also the adaptive FEC encoding
rate will be set according to the hints. At the
server, the QoS parameter hints such as BER,
peak rate, delay, jitter, and so on, will be considered by the multimedia encoder, which will then
make a decision as to whether the encoding rate
will need adjusting. More details on the signaling
triggering mechanism of the QoS components
are described in [1, 8, 13].
Context Transfer During Handover — Context transfer
is a technology to support the efficient handover
and interoperable solutions for mobile services
supported by the Internet access network,
RFC4067, and to support integration of different
wireless networks in the Internet infrastructure
based on interoperable services. In other words,
the aim of context transfer is to efficiently reestablish the services in case of handovers, without requiring the mobile host to explicitly
perform all protocol flows for those services
from scratch. The context transfer protocol,
RFC3374, is based on messages to initiate and
authorize context transfer, as well as messages
transferring contexts prior to, during, and after
handovers.
Context transfer, at a minimum, can be used
to replicate the configuration information
required to establish the respective protocols
and services. In this article, the RoHC, AFEC,
and MAC configurations and some QoS parameters are transferred to the new access router
during handover.
Context transfer also provides the capability to replicate state information; enabling state
protocols and services at a new node to be
activated along the new path with less delay
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■ Figure 2. B3G interdomain QoS architecture.
and less signaling overhead. In the case of
RoHC and AFEC during handover, all RoHC
and AFEC state information should be transferred to the new node, such as AFEC encoding rate, BER, RoHC compression profile,
packet format, and so on, and all previous
header fields that will be used to decode the
incoming RoHC header.
Configuration During Connection Establishment — In
the proposed QoS strategy, the following configurations are required: video error resilience
m od e a nd tr an s p o r t p r o t o c o l R T P at the
application layer; UDP-Lite at the transport
layer; the RoHC profile and AFEC scheme,
with its encoding rate at the link layer; and a
MAC-Lite scenario at the MAC layer should
be configured from the terminal to the server
or from caller to callee. At session establish-
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ment, an offer/answer Session Description
Protocol (SDP), RFC3264 is used to describe
these user end-to-end configurations. Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP), RFC3261, is used to
carry the SDP data. When the server receives
the terminal requests, feedback will be
returned to the terminal as to whether the
defined services are accepted or not. If the
defined services are not accepted, the terminal is required to redefine its services until a
successful QoS negotiation is reached. Those
dis tribu ted parts o f the appl icatio n may
choose the mutually supportable configurations, which then become actual configurations for the application.
When the sender is requested to use UDPLite, a socket interface setsockopt is activated to
deliver the UDP-Lite protocol and multimedia
UDP-Lite coverage to the kernel space.
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TRIAL PLATFORM
TRIAL PLATFORM
The proposed cross-layer components are integrated into Mandrake 10.0 with Linux kernel
2.6.8.1. For testing the proposed scenario, H264
reference software JM10.1 was used with some
improvement to the error-resilience scheme
when decoding corrupted video packets; for
details, see [11]. In Daidalos [12], five wireless

Sender

Receiver

technologies are being integrated: WLAN, Bluetooth, WiMAX, TD-CDMA, and DVB-H (digital video broadcasting - handheld). For
convenience and simplification, only Bluetooth,
WLAN, and WiMAX are integrated into our
trial platform, and WiMAX is used as an AR to
forward packets. Here, in Bluetooth, the proposed MAC-Lite fragmentation is replaced by
L2CAP. Erroneous SDU delivery in L2CAP is
enabled. The retransmission is configured by the
Bluetooth baseband flush timeout. The trial platform is depicted in Fig. 3. In the Bluetooth connection, a user application tool pand is used to
configure user requests.

SIMULATIONS
Bluetooth

Bit errors on the wireless link were simulated
using the Elliot-Gilbert model with two states:
good (G) and bad (B), with different transition
probabilities between these two states [14, 15],
as shown in Fig. 4. The average BER is then
given by:

Bluetooth

Bluetooth
connection

WiMAX

WLAN

Bluetooth/master
WLAN terminal
Addr: 10::1:xx:xx:xx:xx
Addr: 10::2:xx:xx:xx:xx
Acccess router/WiMAX
Addr: 10::2:xx:xx:xx:xx
Bluetooth configuration at slave:
Pand -R 0/1/2/3 -F0/1/2... -c 10::1:xx:xx:xx:xx
-R 0: Uncompression
-R 1: RoHC to compress IPv6 header
-R 2: RoHC to compress IPv6 header + UDP/UDPLite header
-R 3: RoHC to compress IPv6 header + UDP/UDPLite header + RTP header
-F 0: No Fec; -F:x(non-zero), FEC rate;
Configure at master:
Pand -s -M --role=PANU
Bluetooth/slave
Addr: 10::1:xx:xx:xx:xx

■ Figure 3. Bluetooth-WiMAX-WLAN trial platform.

Probability of GOOD
becoming BAD(PGB)

Probability
of GOOD
remaining
GOOD (PGG)

BAD

GOOD

Probability
of BAD
remaining
BAD (PBB)

Probability of BAD
becoming GOOD(PBG)

■ Figure 4. Two-state Eliott-Gilbert model.

P(BER or bit error probability)
= PGB/(PBG + PGB)
The simulated bit errors are generated in the
Bluetooth BNEP layer of the slave (sender side)
after AFEC (Fig. 3).
The Coast Guard QCIF (quarter common
intermediate format) sequence was used in the
simulations. The following H.264 error resilience
mode was used: slice mode with a slice size of 200
bytes, three partitions per slice. The periodic Iframes refreshment also was used. Each encoded
group of pictures is composed of 30 frames with
the following structure IPELLIPSISP, that is,
being composed of one I-frame, 29 P-frames, and
an encoding rate of 15 frames/s. There is no further error robustness technology to be used in the
used reference software. Some improved decoding techniques in the H264 reference software, to
conceal bit errors, and some experimental results
are described in [11]. In the UDP-Lite scheme,
the entire partition A and headers of partition B
and C are covered by UDP-Lite checksum. The
60 bytes overhead of the IPv6, UDP-Lite and
RTP headers are, on average, compressed into
eight bytes. The AFEC encoding rate was initially
set at ten percent. In our case, the redundancy
data of each protected packet was two bytes. In
other words, the improved PSNR (peak signal-tonoise ratio) performance and video quality has
benefited from this two-byte redundancy. Results
are described in [11]. Figure 5 shows results that
benefited from the proposed scenario; note the
identified video parts.

CONCLUSION

(a) H3

(b) H2

(c) H1

■ Figure 5. Decoded 49th video frame of Coast Guard with UDP-Lite +
RoHC + FEC with different error concealment methods and CAVLC: a) syntax value corrections; b) current corrupted MB concealment; c) current MB
and its following MB concealment in the current slice.
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Based on cross-network layer and inter-domain
signaling, a configurable cross-layer QoS scenario was described in this article. Also, autoconfiguration of the multimedia-encoding rate,
which tracked the dynamic wireless communications environment, was initiated in the various
heterogeneous wireless access networks.
A test bed was established to evaluate the proposed end-to-end QoS scenario. The simulated results
show that the communication quality was significantly
improved over an unreliable wireless connection.
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The proposed customizable QoS scenario is
partially integrated into the Daidalos [12] trial
platform.
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